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processional
Glenn Kime, University Organist

invocation
Mark Shiner, University Chaplain and Catholic Campus Minister

Announcement of Fellowships, Scholarships, and Awards
Jeffrey Herbst, President

fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Turkey

fulbright Research Grant to the Philippines

fulbright Microfinance to the Philippines

Projects for Peace

Critical Language Scholarship

Dana Scholars – (see inside back cover)

Adam Clayton Powell Jr. Awards – (see back cover)
Suzy Nelson, Vice President and Dean of the College

George W. Cobb Awards – (see back cover)

Public Speaking Awards – (see back cover)

presentation of student awards
Douglas Hicks, Provost and Dean of Faculty

Class of 1997 Awards

Dean’s Community Service Awards

Colgate Voice of Conscience Awards

Dr. Leo H. Speno Awards

Jewish Student Life Awards

OUS Award for Academic Excellence

Cleon Morgan Award

Lampert Award for Outstanding Scholarship

Phi Beta Kappa Award

Asian Studies
Award for Excellence in Area Studies: Pan-Asia

Athletics
Director of Athletics Awards
Joseph Huther Prize
John T. (Jack) Mitchell Memorial Award
Thomas M. Wilson ‘67 Memorial Endowed Leadership Award
Gottesman Award for Excellence in the Sciences and Athletics
Team Academic Excellence Awards

Biology
Oswald T. Avery Awards
Raymond J. Myers Awards
Christopher Oberheim Memorial Awards

Chemistry
Haskell Schiff Memorial Prizes
Edwin Foster Kingsbury Prize
McGregory Fellowship Awards in Chemistry
Roy Burnett Smith Prize in Chemistry
American Chemical Society’s Division of Organic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry

Classics
J. Curtiss Austin Latin Prizes
Awards for Excellence in the Classics
Baldwin Greek Prizes
Newton Lloyd Andrews Prizes in the Classics

Computer Science
Awards for Excellence in Computer Science
Laura Sanchis Awards for Excellence in Research
Awards for Outstanding Contribution to the Computer Science Community
Edward P. Felt ’81 Memorial Prizes

East Asian Languages and Literatures
Awards for Excellence in Chinese Language

Economics
Chi-Ming Hou Award for Excellence in International Economics
Marshall-Keynes Award for Excellence in Economics
J. Melbourne Shortliffe Prize

Educational Studies
Charles H. Thurber Awards

English
Allen Prizes in English Composition
Lasher Prizes in English
Lasher Prizes for Distinction in English Composition
Scott Saunders Prizes for Excellence in Literature
Jonathan H. Kistler Memorial Curricular Innovation Prize in English

English/Theater
Howard W. & Anne T. Pike Memorial Prize

Art and Art History
Fitchen Awards for Excellence
Harriette Wagner Memorial Award
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Award for Excellence in Environmental Studies

FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES
The Film and Media Studies Awards

GEOGRAPHY
Shannon McCune Prize in Geography
Peter Gould Award in Geography
Kevin Williams Memorial Fellowship Award

GEOLOGY
Awards for Excellence in Geology
Robert M. Linsley Prize for Excellence in Geology
Kevin Williams Memorial Fellowship Award
Norma Vergo Prize in Geology

GERMAN
Valentine Piotrow German Prizes

HEALTH SCIENCES
Bernard and Sydell Citron Pre-Medical Scholastic Prize

HISTORY
Award for Excellence in History
Honors Award in History
Scott Saunders Prize for Excellence in History
Douglas K. Reading History Prize

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Paul O. Stillman ’55 Award

LGBTQ
LGBTQ Studies Award for Academic Excellence

LIBERAL ARTS CORE CURRICULUM
Liberal Arts Core Curriculum Prizes

MATHEMATICS
Allen First-Year Mathematical Prize
Osborne Mathematics Prizes
Sisson Mathematics Prizes
Edwin J. Downie ’33 Awards for Mathematics

MIDDLE EASTERN AND ISLAMIC STUDIES
Awards for Excellence in the Study of the Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies

MUSIC
Class of 1909 Music Prizes
Felix Eyle Memorial Prize in Music
Robert G. Ingraham Memorial Music Prize
Donald Lloyd Cotton Prizes

NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
Award for Excellence in Native American Studies

NEUROSCIENCE
William E. & Nellie K. Edmonston Neuroscience Awards

PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES
Dag Hammarskjöld Prize in Peace Studies
Clarence Young Awards
Sterling Prizes

PHILOSOPHY
M. Holmes Hartshorne Memorial Awards for Excellence in Philosophy
Robinson Essay Prize

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Physics and Astronomy Founders Awards
Edwin Foster Kingsbury Prizes
Physics and Astronomy Alumni Awards

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Dr. William L. Boyle Jr. Awards for Political Science
Herbert J. Storing Memorial Award

PSYCHOLOGY
Phil R. Miller Prize in Psychology
Service Awards in Psychology
The Kevin Carlsmith Award
The Sarah Kulkofsky Award

RELIGION
M. Holmes Hartshorne Memorial Awards for Excellence in Religion
M. Holmes Hartshorne Memorial Award for Excellence in Postgraduate Study in Religion
Raphael Lemkin Essay Prize

ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Charles A. Choquette Memorial Prizes
David B. Jutten Prizes
Awards for Excellence in Spanish Studies
Award for Excellence in French Studies
Awards for Excellence in Italian Studies

RUSSIAN AND EURASIAN STUDIES
Robert L. Murray Awards

SOCIOLGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Award for Excellence in Sociology and Anthropology
Ramshaw Service Awards

WOMEN’S STUDIES
Women’s Studies Awards for Academic Excellence
Elizabeth Cady Stanton Award

PHI ETA SIGMA PROFESSOR-OF-THE-YEAR

COLGATE ALUMNI CORPORATION 1819 AWARD
Jeffrey Herbst, "President"

• • • • •
ALMA MATER
Performed by the Colgate 13

Words by L. E. French '02

When through thy valley,
Fair Chenango, twilight falls,
Bringing its silence
To our college halls;
In that happy moment,
Love for Alma Mater swells,
And the heart, outpouring,
Of her glory tells:

Colgate, Alma Mater,
Fairest theme of all our lays!
Colgate, Alma Mater,
Ever blest, thy days.

Far from thy valley,
Yearly rove thy loving ones,
Yet, in their dreaming,
E'er thy name returns;
'Tis the same fond spirit
Which the mem'ry lingers o'er
And our lips but echo
That old song of yore:

• • • • •

RECESSIONAL
(Audience to follow platform party and faculty.)

2014 CHARLES A. DANA SCHOLARS
(based on 2013 grades and activities)

Class of 2014
April Bailey
Ameetosri Basu
Juliana Bukoski
Lauren Burton
Evan Chartier
Eric Clopper
Christina Crowley
Tuan Anh Dau
Sara DiMassimo
Christopher Donnelly
Megan Fine
Elizabeth Flory
Sean Foster
Hannah Fuchs
Rachel Goldberg
Melissa Haller
Yue Hu
Alexander Hull
Zhehao Jiang
Jungmin Kang
Justin Kirchner
John Lannin
Nathaniel Larson
Samantha Lee
Jiayang Li
Jake Lightman
Claire Littlefield
Yifu Liu
Justin LoScalzo
Sarah Loy
Michael Manansala
John Murphy
Rachel Neal
Hoang Minh Tue Nguyen
Dang Minh Nguyen
Christopher Noda
Alexandra Pfiffner
Dorothy Pierce
Zachary Pitkowsky
David Poortinga
Ewa Protasiuk
Julia Queller
Krutika Ravi
Miri Reinhold
Lauren Roenke
Sean Rossi
Ariel Sherry
Colin Shipley
Toni Stickler
Aaron Tobert
Emma Tremblay
Duy Trinh
Joseph Van Galen
Xiyi Wang
Macy Warren
Sarah Wooton
Quer Xiang
Jessica Yeo
Jeehyon Yoh
Yingqi Zheng
Colgate University Awards Convocation

2013–2014 Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. Awards
Rodney Agnant
Danielle Bynoe
Karl Jackson III
Marshall Scott
James Speight
Marvin Vilma

2013–2014 George W. Cobb Awards
Nicholas Grunden
Melissa Melendez
Kristin Carey
Sarah Chandler
Charity Whyte
Sofia Estay
Natalie-Ann Sportelli
Hang Ren
Christopher Noda
Claire Streeter
Hashim Rainey
Katie Lanin
Alain Cruz
Brandon Cope
Michael Hogg
Providence Ryan
Asahi Rawlins
Ayman Khondker
Peter Juverl
Kathryn Black

Public Speaking Awards
Kingsford Prizes
Michelle Cao
Josh Lasker
Colin Shipley
Sidhant Wadhera

Lewis Oratory Prize
Sidhant Wadhera

George E. Stevenson Prize
Jeehyon Yoh

1884 Public Speaking Prize
TBA

Special acknowledgment goes to the following:
Karen Harpp (University Marshal)
Colgate 13